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Abstract: In the Internet of Things era, or in the digitalization and mediatization of everything
paradigm, where context awareness computing is on the rise, people are also facing a new challenge,
that of being aware of the digital contexts, in all situations when surfing the internet’s ocean of row
information. The emerging social media context awareness competency refers to a new emerging
skill regarding the trust load people give to a specific social media context they encounter. Since it is
an emergent competence, it cannot be understood as standalone. If the digital context would not
be available, we would not develop such a competence. Being a competence, it must be defined
by three core elements: Knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Consequently, we have operationalized
the competence of social media context awareness in terms of social media literacy, social media
communication process understanding, social media content impact awareness, and social media
confidence. An online questionnaire was created under the Erasmus+ project Hate’s Journey,
addressing a convenience sample of 206 online youth respondents from Turkey, Spain, Latvia,
and Romania. Our team has computed a reliability analysis on the social media context awareness
scale designed with four items referring to social media literacy (m = 3.79, SD = 1), social media
communication process understanding (m = 3.77, SD = 0.9), social media content impact awareness
(m = 3.88, SD = 1), and social media confidence (m = 3.45, SD = 1). Cronbach’s alpha coefficient and
the Exploratory Factor Analysis demonstrated the acceptable reliability of the SMCA scale, α = 0.87.
Conclusions, implications, and limitations are discussed in the context of social sustainability.

Keywords: social sustainability; emerging digital competency; mediatization of everything; social
media context awareness; social media literacy; social media communication process understanding;
social media content impact awareness; social media confidence

1. Introduction

The context awareness concept has been firstly developed by Schilit and Theimer in 1994 [1] and a
few years later, Ryan et al. [2] described and defined it. In both instances, computer algorithms and
systems were the object of their research. As described by Abowd et al. in 1999 [3], the term context can
be defined as any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. In this light,
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an entity can be an individual, a location, or an object that is suited to be important to the interaction
between a user and an application [3]. Context awareness is described as an ability of the computer
to identify information about its surroundings (i.e., location, time, and temperature or user identity)
and act upon it [2]. In other words, the term context awareness has therefore been described by Dey
et al. in 2001 [4] as a device utilizing context to offer appropriate knowledge and/or resources to the
consumer, where importance of the process depends on the role of the consumer [3].

In computer science, once a system is evaluated, it can be conveniently determined whether
that specific device is a system with context awareness or not [5,6], as regards to the investigated
concept. Frameworks for context awareness will usually help development, description, execution,
and response [4]. In this light, there are three main approaches [7] that can be followed to build context
aware systems:

1. No framework-level context model: Programs conduct certain operations within the boundaries
of the application, such as context extraction, preprocessing, storage, and reasoning.

2. Implicit framework model: Databases, structures, and toolkits are used by programs to execute
context acquisition, preprocessing, retrieval, and reasoning functions. It provides a standard
interface which makes the design far simpler to create and the context is always loosely related to
the application.

3. Explicit context model: Middleware or context management frameworks are used by applications.
Operations such as: Context acquisition, preprocessing, storage, and reasoning also fall beyond
the application’s limits. Context control and application are distinctly different and might be
designed and extended separately.

The digital world and its mechanics are a vast one and our focus in this article, from the entire
digital context, will be the social media part and how users interact with it. Social media is represented
by the use of technologies (i.e., personal computers, smart phones, tablets) that facilitate the production
or sharing of content [8,9]. Common features that can be found through social media platforms are
represented by: Content created and shared by users (i.e., comments, ideas, photos, and videos) and
by social networking [8,9].

Our focus in this article regarding the social media context awareness will be on: The ability to
access information on social media, the awareness of the creation and sharing of content on social
media, the awareness of third party applications in relation to social media, and the ability and impulse
to create and share content on social media.

The ability to access information on social media can be important and practical for an individual
if he or she is looking for a job or career [10]. For example, a social media platform such as LinkedIn can
offer various processes (i.e., keyword searches or information feeds) to obtain information regarding
career opportunities [10]. Another practical implication for the ability to access information on social
media that can be important for an individual is if he or she is looking for travel opportunities. For
example, social media platforms that focus on traveling and tourism can offer significant information
(i.e., cost comparisons, user reviews, housing services, locations, shared photos, and videos) to users
regarding traveling opportunities [11].

This research is consistent with presenting a view focused on media and cultural sustainability
study of interactions and social practices, a mediatization and culturalization of sustainability [12,13].

A current mediatization analysis [14–20] has demonstrated how the mediatization mechanism
affects the role of the media in framing, defining context, and shaping contemporary cultures marked
by mediatization of everything [18,21]. The concept of social media context awareness is deeply
rooted into the mediatization paradigm. Each information that is mediatized in the social media
environment has its own purpose and nowadays we witness a race towards creating and sharing new
social media content. Of course, since recipients of social media content are not always equipped
with critical thinking skills in order to avoid the fake news trap or other forms of misinformation and
disinformation. The first step in starting to sort and filter different social media information is the
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ability of being aware of the social media context. Individuals need to frame all information that they
meet on social media, in order to better understand the meaning of that particular information.

The transdisciplinary essence of the recent global interest in the analysis of social sustainability
mediatization encompasses and incorporates the common need for social sciences to challenge and
respond to the need to rethink the framework itself on clarity and perception of the climate, culture,
and the economy. Media’s portrayal of social sustainability in line with the spirit of the advent of social
media and new information and communication technologies sets up a major cognitive discontinuity
into the democratic and scientific debate, with truly little consideration. This poses several concerns,
on the one side, of a political aspect, but more often of an intellectual, epistemological, and empirical
sort, and, on the other, of providing empirical significance in other fields of knowledge such as
information and communication sciences, sociology, politics, law, administrative sciences, economics,
psychology, etc.

The digital psychology domain looks further into online behaviors, with the purpose of offering
an explanation as to why digital participants behave in a specific manner. In the case of better
understanding the behaviors in the digital realm, people can better understand how to digitally
position themselves towards a digital event and most of all to promote digital wellbeing [22,23].

Based on previous research [23], we define social media context awareness as an emerging
digital skill referring to the understanding of the social media environment in which a specific event
takes place, acknowledging the impact that the perceived social media context has over the observer,
rationalizing the social media informational undergoing process, and owning confidence for social
media acting.

Consequently, we have operationalized the competence of social media context awareness in terms
of digital literacy, digital communication process understanding, digital content impact awareness,
and digital confidence.

The rest of the section will describe one by one the four components of the emerging social media
context awareness competency and will further bring research evidence on the importance of the
evidence-based validation of this new digital skill, social media context awareness.

Digital literacy is loosely described in the scientific literature, merely as a question of technological
competence [24]. This paper’s vision is in favor of a concept of digital literacy that surpasses any of the
strategies pursued in education in information technology, namely implicit is no longer an efficient
approach. Digital media may no longer easily be viewed as information or technologies.

Computers are far more than tools for the processing of knowledge in most young people’s
leisure-time experiences: They transmit pictures and dreams, provide possibilities for creative
expression of the self and play, and act as a means by which close interpersonal relations are performed.
Such technologies can no longer be interpreted if we merely choose to view them as a question of
devices and methods, or as hardware and software.

Eshet-Alkalai [25] argues that indistinct terminology creates confusion and conducts to
inconsistency, inadequate communication, and instability, and also that there is a clear difference
between people who believe that digital literacy is mainly associated with computational capabilities
and others that perceive it as concentrated on socio-affective and cognitive dimensions of digital
functioning. Although a number of analysts used the term of digital literacy in Gilster’s perspective
throughout this time [26], a specific concept focused on the aggregation of knowledge from various
outlets and critical thinking, some authors equivalent it with machine literacy, concentrating on IT
abilities as an element of the vaster information literacy concept [27], whilst other scholars contrasted
it with network literacy centered on the optimal usage of the digital resources variety [28].

Another researcher, Burniske [29] uses it as a term that relies extensively on the critical thinking
dimension, taking into account: Deliberate and ethical usage of the language; logical website assessment;
web-based digital content analysis; examination of digital material for authenticity, reasoning and
embedded emotional content, and the netiquette.
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In a similar manner, Martin [30] presents e-literacy as a core concept, having three interconnected
dimensions: a) Information connectivity, b) information interaction, and c) information utilization.

In a somewhat related way, [25] defines a modern philosophical paradigm for digital literacy as a
crucial ability of the digitalization age, though primarily taken from the sense of formal education and
mostly relevant to it, based on five integrated literacies: 1. Visual literacy or visual representational
understanding; 2. reproduction literacy or imaginative reuse of available resources; 3. information
literacy or information assessment; 4. decomposition literacy or the capability to observe and grasp
hypermedia; and 5. socio-affective literacy or positive, responsive actions in digital space.

We may mention the fact that what has been widely thought as the core focus of digital literacy,
the capacity to synthesize and incorporate knowledge from a range of resources, is gaining greater
recognition as a critical skill, in areas of research very distant from those in which digital literacy
is studied.

Finally, the perceptions and viewpoints illustrate the fact that the overarching aim of digital
literacy is to assist persons in understanding what is important for their specific case. Social or moral
literacy reflects the need to consider sensible and correct actions in the digital environment, which can
involve privacy with protection concerns. In this light, core concepts must focus on understanding,
meaning, and context [31–33]. It may not be irrational to see this literacy as an integral prerequisite of
existence in a digital era, articulated correctly according to the context.

Referring to the definition of media literacy, it is described as the ability to recognize various
forms of media and to interpret the message they deliver. Text updates, photos, YouTube stories, social
media, computer games, ads, etc., all the media have one thing in common: Somebody invented it
for a cause. Understanding that is the foundation of media literacy. The digital era made it possible
for everyone to design, build, post, share, and integrate media. In most cases, people do not really
know who produced the social media content, why it was made, and if it is reliable, this knowledge is
thus difficult to learn, still media literacy is becoming an essential skill in the digital age. With the
emergence of extreme automation of news sources, content flows, and search queries, it has become
exceedingly difficult to locate reliable, impartial online content. Such modern online worlds need
very basic literacy abilities from their consumers in order to be completely in charge of their online
identity and to make the best of the resources that these emerging technology and online social media
platforms have to bring, while at the same time minimizing risks.

Social media literacy (SML) [34–38] can be described as a collection of competences that empowers
people to obtain, download, recognize, analyze and utilize, generate and exchange knowledge and
media content in all forms, use different resources in a vital, ethical, and efficient way to participate
and engage in personal, professional, and community activities. This implies that a media and
technology literate individual must not only be a consumer of technology and media material, but
also a conscientious source of information, a developer of awareness, and an innovator who can make
use of a broad variety of information and communication technologies and media. Therefore, SML
may be interpreted as a broad collection of technological, cognitive, and emotional skill sets that
are needed in the quest for knowledge, communication, content production, and problem-avoiding
and problem-solving in social media, both in social and professional frameworks. To get individuals
engaged and be informed citizens, they must become critical and independent thinkers and active
content creators, rather than passive online content and technology consumers.

Nevertheless, SML is not a single-dose drug, nor is it a miracle-all cure remedy. Although online
problems share several parallels, each group experiences various forms of concerns that may vary
from cyberbullying to misinformation, posting offensive material or radicalization, etc. That is why, an
awareness of the social media context becomes a vital skill to all.

Related to social media communication process understanding, we can relate the same argument
as above.

As related to social media content impact awareness, new research conclusions bring evidence
to the relevant importance of this concept. Human activities and experiences on social media have
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remained extremely complex real-time social networks reflecting human social awareness in all possible
environments [39].

Ambient awareness relates to the awareness that digital consumers are developing over their
digital network as an output of being continuously immersed in social updated knowledge [40]. Even if
each specific piece of knowledge can sound as a meaningless noise, its incessant processing will lead to
a cohesive reflection of others in society. Despite the visibility enhancement and crucial consequences
for social-media studies, there has been no empirical analysis of ambient awareness of public social
media, the only peer-reviewed published studies reflect educational settings only.

Related to digital confidence, we would like to underline some findings that support our
understanding of the concept. The digital divide [41] is of special significance in the health and social
care frameworks [42].

While scholars have begun to examine the influence of the Internet on users’ preferences and
even personality, there is little research that explores the unique effect of the social media, thus its
social impact remains unclear. One of the main conclusions of this research is that there is a paucity of
peer-reviewed studies testing the effect of social media context awareness on digital behaviors [43].
One of the first peer-reviewed studies that has been reported on the topic is that of Kalaivani and
Bakkiyalashmi [44], who have designed a social media awareness scale, aiming to study the awareness
and utilization of social media in an educational setting. The Social Media Awareness scale and the
social media utilization scale are found to be in a positive relationship, although no references are
given related to items used, subscales, internal consistency, or scale reliability. A second reported
study on the topic of social media context awareness [45], has investigated the level of experience and
understanding of social media, again in an educational setting. The validity and reliability of such
measures were established in a previous study on computer understanding and experience [46]. The
12 items questionnaire used in this research are similar to questions that have been used in previous
studies to assess digital technology experience (six items) and understanding (six items) [47]. Some of
the items were modified to fit the study’s objective.

As far as we are aware, none of the previous research studies have investigated users’ attitude
towards using social media platforms, namely the confidence level they feel when connecting and
interacting in the digital environment. Moreover, previous studies have only investigated the
human-computer awareness interaction in educational settings, not for the general population, using
short scales comprised of maximum of 12 items.

This study begins to fill this research gap by designing and validating a short version of the social
media context awareness scale that can be used for general assessment.

The emergence of the four constructs of digital literacy, digital communication process
understanding, digital content impact awareness, and digital confidence creates a need for explicit
measures of social media context awareness, with regards to the principle of consistency in digital
behavior; some researchers consider acting to be consistent across social media [48]. If behavioral
consistency refers to people’s tendency to behave in a manner that matches their past decisions
or behaviors [49], the digital behavioral consistency refers to the same tendencies, but in the
digital environment.

The analysis findings suggest that environmental awareness will grow on the outskirts, from
scattered knowledge, and in the relative absence of robust one-to-one contact, depending on factors
such as demographics, media consumption, and network options [40].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Objective and Hypothesis

The present mediatization work [14–20] has demonstrated how the mediatization process
influences the role of the media in framing, constructing context, and changing contemporary
cultures marked by the mediatization of everything [18,21]. Mediatization, used to objectively
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examine the interrelationship between shifts in communications and media, and shifts in culture and
society [17], is especially important for social sustainability research. On the one hand, the focus
of Tudor and Bratosin’s research on the social aspect of sustainability connected to culturalisation
understood culture as an intellectual, central, fundamental force in sustainability-based social processes
and relationships, and on the other hand, considered the diffusion of culture [50]. A culture of
mediatization will be in constant dynamics, with new media technologies mediating its principal
properties. In this regard, research results have shown that mediatization is the product and
effect of partnerships, interrelationships, interactions, and interconnections between society’s use
of communication mechanisms and technologies strengthened by modern technology and, at the
same time, relates to a new social environment that is intensely centered on such partnerships,
interrelationships, and connections that design the contemporary society [50].

The aim of this paper is to provide realistic metrics for calculating the efficacy and legitimacy of
online survey response measures, evaluating individuals’ social media context awareness. Reliability
represents accuracy, and precision is given in validity. Thus, our aim is to calculate the reliability and
validity of a preliminary short four items scale measuring social media context awareness (SMCA).

The social media context awareness competence refers to a new emerging skill regarding the trust
load we give to a specific digital context we come in contact with when surfing the internet. Since it
is an emerging competence, it cannot be understood as standalone. If the digital context would not
be available, we would not develop such a competence. Being a competence, it must be defined by
three core elements: Knowledge, skills, and attitudes, just as we operationalized the competence of
social media context awareness in terms of: Social media literacy, social media communication process
understanding, social media content impact awareness, and social media confidence.

2.2. Participants

Our research team has launched the project Hate’s Journey sponsored by Erasmus+ to explore the
experiences of the digital wellbeing correlates. Our research team has developed a multiple section
specific online questionnaire that targets 206 young people from Turkey, Spain, Latvia, and Romania.
A sample of 206 participants from Romania (a value of 24.8%), Latvia (a value of 24.8%), Spain (a value
of 24.8%), and Turkey (a value of 25.7%), distinguished by an average age of 30, male respondents
(39.8%) and female respondents (60.2%), with an educational ratio of 3.9% primary school, 1.9%
professional school, 29.1% high school, 32% Bachelor degree, 29.1% Master degree, and 3.9% PhD level.

With respect to career rank, respondents who are unemployed constitute 5.8%, graduates constitute
43.7%, volunteers represent 1%, and 49.5% are integrated into the labor market.

The internet time that respondents spend was rarely or almost ever (1%), every week (8.7%),
nearly every day (20.4%), many hours a day (46.6%), and almost all the time (23.3%). As a general
picture, as opposed to non-users, the number of persistent internet users reaches 69.9%.

This report has used convenience sampling or sequential sampling, owing to its explorative intent.
On completion of the online questionnaire posted on social media platforms such as Facebook and
LinkedIn, by each of the four project partner nations, each nation targeting at least 50 respondents,
the number of participants being chosen was according to the order of appearance and according to
the convenient accessibility principle. The sampling cycle stopped when each of the four participant
countries on the project achieved sample saturation (50 participants) and period saturation (three
months). Four agencies coordinated data collection procedures: Asociación Cultural Social y Educativa
Segundas Oportunidades (Spain), Aurel Vlaicu University of Arad (Romania), Ucarli Genclik Dernegi
(Turkey), and Young Folks (Latvia).

2.3. Instruments

With the purpose of designing and validating a new scale of social media context awareness
(SMCA), we have operationalized the emerging digital skill as a confluence between four key
components: Social media literacy, social media communication process understanding, social media
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content impact awareness, and social media confidence, in a preliminary attempt to uncover concepts
association as a valid and reliable four factors scale.

The following research items were used:

• For social media literacy (m = 3.79, SD = 1) assessment, this research used Item 1. On a one to five
scale where 1 stands for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for neither agree nor disagree, 4 for
agree, 5 for strongly agree, please rate how much you agree with the following sentence: I’m able
to access the information and content I want on social media.

• For social media communication process understanding (m = 3.77, SD = 0.9) assessment, this
research used Item 2. On a one to five scale where 1 stands for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree,
3 for neither agree nor disagree, 4 for agree, 5 for strongly agree, please rate how much you
agree with the following sentence: I understand how people create and spread messages on
social media.

• For social media content impact awareness (m = 3.88, SD = 1) assessment, this research used Item
3. On a one to five scale where 1 stands for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for neither agree
nor disagree, 4 for agree, 5 for strongly agree, please rate how much you agree with the following
sentence: I understand the role social media websites/apps play in shaping the information and
content I see.

• For social media confidence (m = 3.45, SD = 1) assessment, this research used Item 4. On a one to
five scale where 1 stands for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for neither agree nor disagree, 4
for agree, 5 for strongly agree, please rate how much you agree with the following sentence: I’m
confident creating and sharing my own social media messages.

2.4. Study Design and Procedure

Measurement requires awarding points to people such that they reflect specific human
characteristics. We performed this analysis utilizing the online measure to confirm that the results are
compatible based on our interpretation of the social media context awareness construct.

With respect to reliability, internal consistency relates to the accuracy of individual answers around
the items on our assessment of SMCA. All four items would represent the same fundamental concept,
and the scores of respondents on certain items will be associated with each other. If the individual’s
responses to the different items are not strongly associated among each other, then it would not be
acceptable to assert that they all measure the same social media context awareness construct. The most
famous indicator of internal accuracy used by psychology researchers is the Cronbach’s alpha statistic.
Conceptually for a group of objects α is the sum of all potential split-half associations. In general, a
value of + 0.80 or greater is taken to imply a strong internal consistency.

We will compute an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to have a closer look at the latent theoretical
structure of the social media context awareness and to underline the structure of the underlying
relationships between measured variables. The exploratory factor analysis represents a multivariate
statistical approach intended to promote the postulation of latent variables that are assumed to underlie
association trends in different manifested variables domains. Intellectual abilities such as the social
media context awareness are well-known types of latent variables and are the subject of EFA.

The degree to which our SMCA metric encompasses the concept of interest is content validity.
In general, content validity is not assessed quantitatively, but is assessed by carefully evaluating the
calculation process against the concrete definition of the concept. We define social media context
awareness as an emerging digital skill referring to the understanding of the digital environment in
which a specific event takes place, acknowledging the impact that the perceived social media context
has over the observer, rationalizing the social media informational undergoing process, and owning
confidence for social media acting.

Criterion validity reflects the degree to which the ratings of the respondent on the SMAS scale
are associated with certain tests of understanding, defined as criteria, which one would assume to
correspond with them. If the criteria are evaluated in conjunction with the construct, the validity of
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the criteria is considered concurrent validity. Therefore, the criteria can provide certain tests of the
same construct as well. For instance, one would expect to find significant relations between recent
measures of social media context awareness and current measures of the same specific psychological
structures, recognized as convergent validity. Correlations are to be found between the SMCA scale
and the mindful attention awareness scale (MAAS) [51,52]. MAAS is a scale of 15 items developed to
measure a central attribute of mindfulness, a responsive state in which consciousness, guided by a
conscientious knowledge of what is happening in the moment, merely observes what is occurring. We
expect a high correlation coefficient between the two measures SMCA and MAAS.

3. Results

A reliability analysis was computed on the Social Media Context Awareness scale of four items
referring to social media literacy “I’m able to access the information and content I want on social
media” (m = 3.79, SD = 1), social media communication process understanding “I understand how
people create and spread messages on social media” (m = 3.77, SD = 0.9), social media content impact
awareness ”I understand the role social media websites/apps play in shaping the information and
content I see” (m = 3.88, SD = 1), and social media confidence “I’m confident creating and sharing my
own social media messages” (m = 3.45, SD = 1).

In summary, the social media context awareness scale has a subcomponent mean of m = 3.72, with
a minimum of m = 3.45 for the subcomponent social media confidence, a maximum of m = 3.88 for the
subcomponent social media content impact awareness, a range of 0.42, and a variance of 0.03.

In terms of the SMCA scale statistics, we have obtained a mean of m = 14.89, a variance of 11.62,
and a standard deviation of SD = 3.41 for the four items. No statistically significant differences have
been found based on gender or nationality.

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient proves the questionnaire to achieve a reasonable precision, α = 0.87.
The first three items appeared deserving of preservation, culminating in a decrease of the alpha if
omitted. The only exception to that was Item 4, bringing the alpha to α = 0.91. The elimination of
this item has not been taken into consideration, even if the scale of three items would gain increased
reliability with 3%, because the social media confidence concept reflects a mandatory digital attitudinal
output, the confidence of social media acting.

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin sampling adequacy test is a metric showing the amount of SMCA
variation that may be induced by the underlying variables. High values displayed in Table 1, usually
suggest the adequacy of the sampling.

Table 1. Social media context awareness (SMCA) item statistics.

Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean if
Item Deleted

Scale Variance
if Item Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Cronbach’s
Alpha if Item

Deleted

Item 1. I’m able to access the
information and content I want

on social media.
11.11 6.457 0.816 0.683 0.810

Item 2. I understand how people
create and spread messages on

social media.
11.13 6.706 0.793 0.718 0.820

Item 3. I understand the role
social media websites/apps play in

shaping the information and
content I see.

11.01 6.468 0.817 0.765 0.809

Item 4. I’m confident creating
and sharing my own social media

messages.
11.44 7.603 0.535 0.315 0.918
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The Chi-square estimate is 531.769 with six degrees of freedom, which is important at a threshold
of 0.001. The 0.785 KMO statistics were also high (greater than 0.7) as seen in Table 2. Thus, the factor
analysis is deemed as an appropriate methodology for further examination of the results.

Table 2. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s test coefficients for SMCA.

KMO and Bartlett’s Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.785

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square 531.769

Df 6
Sig. 0.000

As related to the analysis of Eigen values, results presented in Table 3, the first components
represent the numbers of the variables introduced in the FA. In the present research, four factors will
be extracted. The variances of the factors are the Eigen values. The first element also accounts for the
largest variation and thus has the maximum Eigen value. The next element must cover for as much of
the variation left over as it can, and the process must happen until the last component. The percentage
of variance reflects the percentage of overall variance that each element accounts for, and the combined
percentage makes the current and previous element the cumulative percentage of the variance account.
In the present analysis, the first component explains 73.89% of the variance, component 2 explains 16%
of the variance, component 3 explains 6.28%, and component 4 explains 3.82% of the variance.

Table 3. Total variance explained for SMCA.

Total Variance Explained

Component

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings

Total % of
Variance

Cumulative
% Total % of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total % of
Variance

Cumulative
%

1 2.956 73.891 73.891 2.956 73.891 73.891 1.078 26.948 26.948
2 0.640 16.005 89.896 0.640 16.005 89.896 1.075 26.875 53.823
3 0.251 6.284 96.180 0.251 6.284 96.180 0.986 24.652 78.475
4 0.153 3.820 100.000 0.153 3.820 100.000 0.861 21.525 100.000

The rotation procedure in summing of the squared loading represents the distribution of the
variance following the promax rotation with Kaiser Normalization. The results are presented in Table 4,
displaying loading of coefficients greater than 0.4, with four factors. The principle of rotation is to
decrease the numerical factors on which the investigated variables are highly loaded. Rotation simply
does not alter something but allows the study to be easier for reading. Looking at Table 4, we can
see that Item 1 is significantly loaded on Factor 3 while Item 2 is consistently loaded on Factor 2,
and Item 4 is highly loaded on Factor 1. We notice that Item 3 is substantially loaded on both Factor 2
and 4, however we will opt for the higher loading of 0.775, for Factor 4. This dual loading might be
explained by the fact that when defining the social media context awareness as a digital competence,
we acknowledge it as a set of abilities, knowledge, and attitudes. Item 1 reflects a skill: Social media
literacy; Items 2 and 3 reflect knowledge: Social media communication process understanding and
social media content impact awareness; and Item 4 reflects an attitude: Social media confidence.
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Table 4. Rotated component matrix for SMCA.

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

1 2 3 4

Item 1. I’m able to access the information and content I want on
social media. 0.831

Item 2. I understand how people create and spread messages on
social media. 0.848

Item 3. I understand the role social media websites/apps play in
shaping the information and content I see. 0.459 0.775

Item 4. I’m confident creating and sharing my own social
media messages. 0.952

Our rotated component matrix shows that our first component is measured by Item 4, therefore,
we interpret component 1 as “social media confidence”. This is the underlying trait measured
by Item 4. After interpreting all components in a similar fashion, we arrived at the following
descriptions: Component 1—social media confidence; Component 2—social media communication
process understanding; Component 3—social media literacy; Component 4—social media content
impact awareness.

4. Discussion

The current worldwide social distancing situation has moved much of youth energy into the digital
realm, and now more than ever new research is needed for understanding the rising phenomenon of
digital hate speech which occurs in the majority of social media platforms.

As a key point, we would like to highlight further how culture and social sustainability
mediatization [53] are changing everyday behavior, considering the results of the research. These days,
the digital environment is an important force in culturalization and socialization and, last but not least,
mediatization tied up with the terms of media democratization and fighting against fake news [54–57]
and online hate speech [58]. This provides obvious benefits in terms of quicker access to a lot of
information, which ensures that people are well educated and more able to access critical thinking [59]
and digital literacy [60,61], they are able to take more informed decisions and act upon, solve a complex
range of problems [62], and also seek medical advice [63]. With all these technological advances,
the problem of social media literacy and social media context awareness has not been adequately
addressed so far, and nor had been conceptualized so far as a social sustainable research topic.

The present research was focused on defining and measuring the social media context awareness
comprehended as an emerging digital skill referring to the understanding of the digital environment
in which a specific social media event takes place, acknowledging the impact that the perceived social
media context has over the observer, rationalizing the social media informational undergoing process,
and owning confidence for social media acting.

With the purpose of designing and validating a new scale of social media context awareness
(SMCA), we have operationalized the emerging digital skill as a confluence between four key
components: Social media literacy, social media communication process understanding, social media
content impact awareness, and social media confidence.

A reliability analysis was carried out (N = 206) on the social media context awareness scale
comprising four items referring to social media literacy “I’m able to access the information and content
I want on social media” (m = 3.79, SD = 1), social media communication process understanding “I
understand how people create and spread messages on social media” (m = 3.77, SD = 0.9), social
media content impact awareness ”I understand the role social media websites/apps play in shaping
the information and content I see” (m = 3.88, SD = 1), and social media confidence “I’m confident
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creating and sharing my own social media messages” (m = 3.45, SD = 1). Cronbach’s alpha coefficient
proves that the questionnaire achieves reasonable precision, α = 0.87. Our rotated component matrix
showed that the first component is measured by Item 4, therefore, we interpret component 1 as “social
media confidence”. After interpreting all components in a similar fashion, we arrived at the following
descriptions: Component 1—social media confidence; Component 2—social media communication
process understanding; Component 3—social media literacy; Component 4—social media content
impact awareness. In conclusion, results obtained support the statistical robustness of our SMCA scale
(Appendix A).

Amongst the limitations of this research, we can enumerate the targeted population as being
young and adult educated individuals from four different countries spending much time over the
internet. Being an uncontrolled online exploratory investigation, responses were chosen based on
convenience sampling, thus particular characteristics such as minority respondents, uneducated
individuals, and vulnerable group respondents have not been taken into consideration. Particular
attention must be given to these groups in further investigations focused on social media context
awareness. There is more research needed on additional items factor loading investigation to increase
the validity of the SMCA scale. Since there are no other measures employed in this research to help
establish the preliminary short version of the social media context awareness scale, the results might
be limited and additional data should be collected in order to establish that this is a strong measure of
social media context awareness.

5. Conclusions

The main conclusion of this research is that social media context awareness is an emerging digital
competency that can be empirically measured and then taught to individuals who have not developed
this vital skill, for a sustainable understanding of the socio-digital environment.

When actively handling the flow of information, it is obvious that no one in this digital world
can control the flow of information. One of the features that separates social media from the media is
the independence of individual access to knowledge, in this scenario social media consumers chose
whatever content and information they want.

Similar to traditional newspapers, TV news, for example, a culture wants to consume the news
broadcast by a television network. Meanwhile, internet account owners can choose to read the
information they want in social media, and they are also able to choose which information is going to
be shared. It is not simple though, since it applies to a social network user’s personal experience.

Of course, with quick access to social media, the sharing of information can work very rapidly [64].
Some information can be easily disseminated and exchanged online. Preventive action is required
upon that information. Nevertheless, we must then figure out if the material just reported is right
or not, whether or not the sequence of events correlates to facts, or the context of the material is
recently obtained.

More specifically, similar to other big campaigns, media literacy would begin at a local level when
parents, educators, and informed people come to notice that if media were to play a crucial position
as a child tutor, children would also need to find a means of filtering through information such that
wise decisions would be made in compliance with appropriate cultural norms. Formal schooling, not
simply repression or power, is a way of making young people consider their decisions and begin to
challenge the ideals portrayed by the media.

Although globalization has helped foreign culture, protection against the proliferation of
knowledge on social media is also required for the sake of young people’s brains, as young people,
particularly students, are highly interested in new social media content. There would be no issue
because all the information disseminated is suitable for young people. However, considering that world
news often includes topics such as extremism, hedonistic habits and, therefore, a certain atmosphere
of power projection diplomacy that can easily influence the perceptions of young people, a certain
attempt must be taken to ensure that all material and knowledge available to young people is secure.
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There is no system to ensure that more intervention is taken without encouraging the youth themselves.
Social media awareness will be an important response to this, because it can allow young people to be
conscious of the effects of social networking and new knowledge generated by globalization. Thereby,
we should deliberately control the flow of knowledge and effectively engage in the development of
laws regarding the usage of digital technologies, to avoid the degradation of the perceptions of our
young people by poor material. It is also really necessary to ensure that the young generation is
completely capable of analyzing and sorting the information supplied to them by enhancing their
social media literacy skills. In addition, how can this desiderate be attained if not assessing firstly the
individuals’ level of social media context awareness?

Provided the technological and socio-cultural features of the digital media, people are already able
to convey adequate social media literacy [65,66]. Based on the two-continue (consuming-prosuming
and functional-critical) framework of Chen et al. [66], we suggested four fine-grained indexes to
represent the concept of social media context awareness. Further research can find alternate ways of
analyzing the construction element of social media context awareness.

Thus, the aim of a digital context awareness scale is needed to self-rate the digital literacy level.
We anticipate the social media context awareness concept to be a meaningful mediator in

relationships regarding the use of digital technology and its impact on the overall wellbeing indexes of
individuals and collectivities. Validation in larger samples and environments is needed to further test
the robustness of the social media context awareness scale. This preliminary investigation brings an
evidence base for the assessment of this new emerging skill. More in-depth research is needed for
further testing and validating this scale on a large pool of items, in order to more precisely determine
the four-factor design loading.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Social Media Context Awareness Scale SMCA (Rad, D., Balas, E.V., Lile, R., Demeter, E.,
Dughi, T., Rad, G., 2020).

No. Item 1 Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3 Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree

4
Agree

5 Strongly
Agree

1 I am able to access the information and
content I want on social media.

2 I understand how people create and
spread messages on social media.

3
I understand the role social media
websites/apps play in shaping the

information and content I see.

4 I am confident creating and sharing my
own social media messages.

On a one to five scale where 1 stands for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for neither agree nor disagree, 4 for
agree, and 5 for strongly agree, please point the level of your agreement with the following sentences.
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Each of the four items refers to a component of the social media context awareness: Component
1—social media confidence (Item 4); Component 2—social media communication process understanding
(Item 2); Component 3—social media literacy (Item 1); Component 4—social media content impact
awareness (Item 3).

The final score is obtained by the sum of the results of all four items. A score lower than 10
(inclusively), represents low social media context awareness skills and a score higher than 10, represents
high social media context awareness skills.
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